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Noise Reduction in Rhythmic and Multitrial
Biosignals With Applications to Event-Related

Potentials
Patrick Celka∗, Khoa N. Le, Member, IEEE, and Timothy R. H. Cutmore

Abstract—A new noise reduction algorithm is presented for sig-
nals displaying repeated patterns or multiple trials. Each pattern
is stored in a matrix, forming a set of events, which is termed
multievent signal. Each event is considered as an affine trans-
form of a basic template signal that allows for time scaling and
shifting. Wavelet transforms, decimated and undecimated, are
applied to each event. Noise reduction on the set of coefficients
of the transformed events is applied using either wavelet de-
noising or principal component analysis (PCA) noise reduction
methodologies. The method does not require any manual selec-
tion of coefficients. Nonstationary multievent synthetic signals are
employed to demonstrate the performance of the method using nor-
malized mean square error against classical wavelet and PCA based
algorithms. The new method shows a significant improvement in
low SNRs (typically <0 dB). On the experimental side, evoked po-
tentials in a visual oddball paradigm are used. The reduced-noise
visual oddball event-related potentials reveal gradual changes in
morphology from trial to trial (especially for N1-P2 and N2-P3
waves at F z), which can be hypothetically linked to attention or
decision processes. The new noise reduction method is, thus, shown
to be particularly suited for recovering single-event features in non-
stationary low SNR multievent contexts.

Index Terms—Event-related potentials (ERPs), noise reduction,
principal component analysis (PCA), rhythmic patterns, visual
oddball paradigm, wavelet.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN BIOMEDICAL signal processing, translational shifts and
embedded-noise in signals are very common. Many differ-

ent approaches for noise reduction of biological signals have
been extensively developed. Among the most noisy biosignals
are probably electroencephalograms (EEGs) and event-related
brain potentials for which the SNR is often well below 0 dB. For
this reason, it is interesting to focus on the denoising methods
that have been developed for such signals. We can classify the
biosignal noise reduction methods into two classes: 1) those us-
ing nonlinear time series techniques [1]–[3] and 2) those based
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on linear transforms [4]–[11]. Biological signals are often lo-
cally linear (on a relatively small time window); accordingly,
two main denoising approaches have been developed based on:
1) principal component analysis (PCA) [12], also called singular
value decomposition technique and 2) wavelet transforms [13].
One of the important features of an efficient noise reduction
is to restore the time-varying information hidden in the noisy
signals. Another feature of these linear methods is their low
complexity as compared to nonlinear ones, which thus require
more processing and memory resources [14]. For these reasons,
PCA and wavelet transforms are the most popular, and thus, are
used in this study.

Biosignals often present rhythmical patterns that may be ad-
ditionally used to reduce undesirable fluctuations found in elec-
trocardiograms, photoplethysmograms, and respiratograms. In
some other situations such as event-related potential (ERP) stud-
ies, multiple trials may be recorded. The term event is adopted
for either a trial or a pattern of a rhythm, and the set of all the
events is called a multievent. In such a context, researchers have
developed strategies to reduce the noise in these multievent sig-
nals using statistical averaging: averaging across all the events;
assuming that the random fluctuations on the events were ad-
ditive with respect to the information signal, independent from
event to event and zero-mean. This statistical averaging also
suffers from other drawbacks such as: 1) the events are assumed
to be stationary and 2) the output of the method is eventually a
single noise reduced event, which means that we have lost all
the information contained in the single events.

Recent works have started to address these issues more
closely [9], [15]: Browne and Cutmore [15] used a multievent
technique to remove unlikely artifacts in event-related signals
where the subspace decomposition was the decimated (subsam-
pled) discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Quiroga [9] and Celka
and Gysels [16] used the DWT on each event using the a pos-
teriori knowledge of the statistical average [9], [16]. It is the
aim of this study to propose a new denoising strategy for mul-
tievent signals. Our proposed approach unfolds in three steps:
1) we decompose each event using a wavelet transform, and we
collect all the wavelet coefficients of all events for each scale;
2) denoising is then performed on these wavelet coefficients
across all events for each scale using either a PCA [14], [17]
or a wavelet denoising method, i.e., we apply either a PCA
decomposition followed by a selection of the best coefficients
with a preselected dimension for the signal space (the space that
is supposed to contain the least possible noise), or a wavelet
transform followed by a selection of the best coefficients using
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the so-called stein unbiased estimate of risk (SURE) introduced
by Donoho and Johnstone [18]; and 3) we finally perform the
inverse wavelet transform to the denoised wavelet coefficients
corresponding to each event. It is important to note the differ-
ence between our approach that uses all the wavelet coefficients
of the all the events to perform the denoising in step 2, from other
methods that denoise one event at a time. The PCA and wavelet-
based denoising techniques in step 2 are used for performance
comparison purposes only.

Step 1 uses a wavelet transform for the subspace decompo-
sition, thus acting as a filter bank. The continuous and DWTs
are useful time-scale analysis tools [19], [20], which can thus
be used for subspace decomposition. One of the few flaws of
the DWT is that it is time-shift variant, which means that time
shifting the signals does not results in time shifting their wavelet
coefficients. In particular, the number of nonzero DWT coeffi-
cients for the translated case is sometimes larger than that for
the nontranslated case. This means that the DWT would be
less effective when the input signal is translated because more
information-carrying DWT coefficients are lost when employ-
ing a coefficient shrinking noise reduction scheme [21]. Coif-
man and Donoho proposed a translation-invariant method [22],
which was later used by Lang et al. [21], Pesquet et al. [23],
and Cambolle and Lucier [24]. To remedy the translational-
variant property of the DWT, the undecimated wavelet trans-
form (UDWT) is employed. The main difference between the
UDWT and DWT is that decimators are removed from the filter-
bank structure in the former transform. As such, the UDWT is
redundant and is also known as the redundant DWT [25].

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our
affine transform assumption of the events. Section III elaborates
the proposed strategy that uses a wavelet transform on a mul-
tievent set prior to the actual denoising on the set of resulting
wavelet coefficients. Section IV describes two other denois-
ing techniques based on a PCA transform in state space and a
wavelet denoising that are further used for comparison with our
new technique. Section V explains the performance measures
that we have used to validate our strategy. Section VI presents
the synthetic data and the experimental protocol that we have
used, both in the context of ERP signals. Section VII shows the
results for both the type of data and discusses them. Finally,
Section VIII concludes the paper with possible recommenda-
tions and future research directions.

II. AFFINE TRANSFORM ASSUMPTION

Suppose that we have a finite set of N discrete time events
x(k)(n) for k = 1, . . . , N , where 1 ≤ n ≤ L is the discrete time
variable. These events are either individual trials or repetitive
patterns extracted from a rhythmical signal with a time trigger
event. The events have a random component η(k)(n), which lin-
early combines with the signal of interest s(k)(n). Each s(k)(n)
is supposed to be an affine transform of a basic pattern sb(n)

s(k)(n) = sb

(
n − T

a

)
(1)

where T and a > 0 are the translation and time-scaling param-
eters of the affine transform, respectively. Once the individual

events are transformed using a wavelet transform, the question
is how do the N sets of coefficients fluctuate across all scales
and time? Now, if the events are affine transforms of a template
and if UDWT (time shift-invariant) is used, it will be possible to
find a regular pattern across the N events’ wavelet coefficients.
The advantage of having a regular pattern across the N events’
wavelet coefficients is that the PCA-based denoising method
used in step 2 will be the most effective (as further validated
by our performance measures on synthetic data). This can be
understood in a simple way: with N events at disposal, we
have more information about the psychophysical processes tak-
ing place. Each wavelet coefficient is a random process with a
given density function. The goal of the denoising or noise reduc-
tion, as we like to call it, is to minimize the uncertainty around
each wavelet coefficient. Because each wavelet coefficient is
supposed to change rather slowly (as explained in the Affine
Transform Section) across events, we can then use these coef-
ficients to form a stochastic process containing a signal space
and a noise space. Thus, performing denoising on these coeffi-
cients eventually decreases their uncertainty, thus reducing the
variance on each of them.

One drawback of the UDWT is its computational complexity
as compared to the DWT. We, therefore, wanted to test the
performance of the DWT (which is not time-shift invariant)
against the one of the UDWT.

III. ALGORITHM

The key difference between our proposed noise reduction al-
gorithm and other works is that the actual denoising is performed
on the sets of the wavelet coefficients computed and grouped
from all the events. Other denoising techniques consider event
by event with eventually the use of a posteriori or a priori
knowledge to improve the localization of information-bearing
transformed coefficients (transforms can be Fourier, wavelet,
PCA, etc.) [9], [16]. Our method is implemented as follows.

A. Step 1: DWT or UDWT

The goal of performing a signal transform in this first step is
to have a more compact representation of the information and
a primary step toward the separation of the signal space (the
information we want) and the noise space (the information that
we do not want). The goal in this first step is to separate the
signal from the noise in the dual domain of the user’s choice.
We use a dyadic wavelet transform decomposition, either DWT
or UDWT, of each event k to obtain the following wavelet
coefficient vector

X̄(k) = W x(k) (2)

where W represents the DWT or UDWT. We have used
the vector notations for the event signals: (x(k))T =
(x(k)(1), . . . , x(k)(L)) and the wavelet coefficients (X̄(k))T =
((X(k)

0 )T , . . . , (X(k)
Sc )T ), where Sc is the number of scales used

in the wavelet transform.
If DWT is used, W can be implemented as an L × L wavelet

transform matrix (possibly orthogonal) and can be implemented
using fast algorithms [26], and we have

∑
j Lj = L, where

Lj are the number of coefficients at scale j, and we have the
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Fig. 1. Wavelet transform of a single event signal x(k ) into a set of wavelet

coefficient vectors X(k )
j for j = 0, . . . , Sc. Each box corresponds to a sample

of x(k ) or a wavelet coefficient X
(k )
j (i). For j = 0, we have the approximation

coefficients (low pass) and j ≥ 0 the details coefficients (high pass).

relationship between the number of scales and the number of
signal samples: Sc = log2(L) − 1.

If UDWT is used,W is implemented using a nonsquare matrix
form (thus, nonorthogonal) of size (Sc + 1)L × L and we have∑

j Lj = (Sc + 1)L. In this case, the matrixW is not invertible,
while a left-inverse matrix W−1

(L) can be computed. Applying the

UDWT to the signal x(k) yields K = 2Sc different transformed
signals X̄(k)

l for l = 1, . . . , K, resulting in, at least, K different

ways of reconstructing the signals x(k)
l . The more common

approach to solve this ambiguity is to perform averaging of all
the reconstructed signals x(k)

l over l. This is equivalent to using
the pseudoinverse of W−1

(L) for the reconstruction. For either the
DWT or UDWT case, we call the (left pseudo)-inverse wavelet
matrix W−1 .

Recalling that we have k event signals, the wavelet coef-
ficients (X(k)

j )T = (X(k)
j (1), . . . , X(k)

j (Lj )) can then be con-
sidered as signals, which are functions of the event number k for
each scale j and time i, i.e., Ξij (k) = X

(k)
j (i). In other words,

we consider the wavelet coefficients across all events for each
scale j and time i fixed. Figs. 1 and 2 show the wavelet de-
composition of one event k, and the procedure for building the
signals Ξij (k). The events in Ξij (k) are arranged consecutively
from k = 1 to k = N as they naturally appear in the time. So,
for instance, if the multievent signal is made up from different
trials, even if each trial appears randomly in the time, they are
arranged consecutively by order of appearance.

Fig. 2. Wavelet decomposition of all the k events x(k ) is then used to construct

the signals Ξij (k) = X
(k )
j (i). This figure shows the procedure to construct the

signals Ξij (k) for the scale j , followed by the noise reduction using the operator
H−1P H yielding a new set of coefficients Ξ̂ij .

At this stage, the signal ΞT
ij = (Ξij (1), . . . ,Ξij (N)) con-

tains a random part, which should be reduced, and a more
deterministic part, which should be retained. The random part
in the wavelet coefficients originates from the noise contained
in the signals x(k) , which, in turn, can be either due to the
measurement device (exogenous) or unknowable internal
sources (endogenous). Either way, these temporal noise sources
are gathered in a single signal η(k)(n) as in (9), which generate
the randomness in Ξij .

It should be noted that a standard noise reduction technique
would shrink or select a subset of the wavelet coefficients X(k)

j

for each event k individually, and then, proceed with the inverse
wavelet transform W−1 to obtain a reduced noise event. Our
method takes on a further step in making use of the availability
of the k events to denoise the signals Ξij (k) using either the
SURE wavelet method or a PCA-based technique.

B. Step 2: Noise Reduction

The second stage of the algorithm is thus to reduce random
fluctuations in Ξij : the actual denoising. To do that, two
classical noise reduction approaches are employed: 1) based
on the PCA [17], [14] and 2) based on the wavelet SURE
algorithm [18]. Both approaches can be formulated using the
following matrix notation

Ξ̂ij = (H−1 PH)Ξij , for i = 1, . . . , Lj ;

and j = 0, . . . , Sc (3)
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where H is the matrix that is used to perform either a PCA or
a DWT, and P is a diagonal matrix used to select/shrink the
coefficients HΞij , which is the core of the noise reduction.
The operator H can be any subspace decomposition method. It
should be noted that we do not directly select or threshold the
coefficients Ξij to perform the denoising, which would results
from imposing H = I in (3), but a subspace decomposition
of Ξij , expressed by H, is imposed. Fig. 2 illustrates the
operations performed in Step 2. We summarize these four
different Methods in the following list
PCA: The DWT is used for Step 1 and PCA is used for

Step 2
UPCA: The UDWT is used for Step 1 and PCA is used for

Step 2
Wav: The DWT is used for Step 1 and a DWT with SURE

is used for Step 2
UWav: The UDWT is used for Step 1 and a DWT with

SURE is used for Step 2.

1) Wavelet-based denoising: Wav and UWav: The SURE in-
troduced by Donoho and Johnstone [18] is a method to compute
the scale-dependent wavelet threshold, which, in turn, is the
basis for our denoising, i.e., the building of the matrix P in
(3) and (6). The soft thresholding method described in [27] is
used to implement SURE in the Wav, UWav Methods.1 The soft
thresholding reduces border effects that might be encountered
in a hard threshold method.

The biorthogonal B-spline wavelet along with analysis and
reconstruction filters of orders of (Nh = 4, Ng = 4), and a
number of scales of Sc = 5 has been chosen for W and for
H when using the Methods Wav and UWav. The choice of this
specific type of wavelet is driven by our experimental data in
Section VII-B and has been shown to be efficient for denoising
ERP signals [9].

2) PCA-based denoising: PCA and UPCA: The PCA noise
reduction is implemented according to the method described
in [14] and [28], in which the signal to be denoised is first
mapped into a state space using a nonlinear time series embed-
ding technique [29]. The main advantage of this technique is
to spread the noise in an approximately uniform manner sur-
rounding the signal state-space manifold, and thus, making it
easier to separate the useful information from the noise. The
state-space trajectory obtained from the embedding is then de-
composed using a PCA (which makes use of the singular value
decomposition). The singular values are arranged along the di-
agonal of a nonsquare matrix, and are used to weight the differ-
ent principal components. The selection of a restricted number
of these weights, i.e., building the matrix P in (3) and (6),
reduces the fluctuations contained in the other components,
and hence, the noise in the signal under analysis. This method
requires the selection of the embedding dimension m and re-
construction delay J . The embedding dimension m has been
estimated using a modified version of the false nearest neigh-
bors [30] yielding an upper estimate dimension of m = 30,

1We used the Matlab wavelet toolbox.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the flow of processing. The grouping box
refers to the grouping of the wavelet coefficients Ξij (k), as shown in Fig. 2.

which was thus subsequently fixed for the PCA, UPCA Methods.2

The delay J is chosen as the abscissa of the signal autocovari-
ance function when it drops by 1/e of its maximal value [29].
The PCA in PCA and UPCA Methods uses a predetermined pro-
jection dimension of 2. The reason for this choice is that the
wavelet coefficients Ξij are rather slow varying, and thus, a
low dimensional projection space is appropriate for the PCA and
UPCA Methods. Optimal selection of the subspace projection di-
mension requires some deeper analysis of the wavelet coefficient
dynamics and is beyond the scope of this paper.

3) Step 3: Inverse DWT or UDWT: Once we have obtained
the noise reduced wavelet coefficients Ξ̂ij , we can regroup them
according to each event k for each scale, and the coefficients
X̂

(k)
j (i) = Ξ̂ij (k) can now be used to build the vector

(
ˆ̄X

(k)
)T

=
((

X̂(k)
0

)T
, . . . ,

(
X̂(k)

Sc

)T )
. (4)

The inverse wavelet transform is finally applied to each individ-

ual event’s set of wavelet coefficients ˆ̄X
(k)

, as given in (5)

Ŝ(k) = W−1 ˆ̄X
(k)

(5)

where W−1 represents the (left pseudo)-inverse wavelet ma-
trix, and Ŝ(k) the kth noise-reduced event. Fig. 3 summarizes
our three-step approach. We present two additional classical de-
noising methods in the next section for comparison purposes.

IV. TWO OTHER CLASSICAL DENOISING TECHNIQUES

To compare our approach to conventional event-by-event
noise reduction methods, we have performed wavelet SURE
and PCA-based denoising on the events x(k) , i.e., on each time
series (TS). For this reason, we use the suffix TS to differentiate

2This specific choice is linked to our data and must be adapted based on user’s
data.
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these methods from the previously described ones. In this case,
the denoising can be mathematically expressed as

ŝ(k) = (H−1 PH)x(k) , for k = 1, . . . , N (6)

which corresponds to the following two additional Methods
depending on H
PCATS : when H is a PCA transform. We have used a minimum

description length (MDL) criterion to select the rele-
vant principal component (see after for a description
of the method) and build the corresponding projection
matrix P,

WavTS : when H is a wavelet transform. We have again used
the SURE method to shrink the wavelet coefficients
(see after for a description of the method).

The PCA in the PCATS Method uses the same procedure as in
the PCA and the UPCA ones, but the MDL criterion [31], [32] was
used for selecting the best subspace projection dimension. The
MDL criterion enables to select the subspace containing most
of the information, and is based on the use of the singular values
of the trajectory matrix formed by x(k) , or equivalently, by the
eigenvalues of the autocovariance matrix of x(k) [14], [28].

V. PERFORMANCE MEASURE

The noise reduction methods have to be assessed in an ob-
jective way. In situations where the clean signals s(k)(n) of
trial k can be accessed, the normalized mean square error
(NMSE) is used to measure the denoising performance with
ε(k)(n) = s(k)(n) − ŝ(k)(n), as given Eq. (7)

NMSEMethod(s, ŝ) =
E[〈(ε(k)(n))2〉]

E[〈(s(k))2(n)〉] + E[〈(ŝ(k))2(n)〉)]
(7)

which is bounded between 0 and 1, 〈.〉 is the time averaging
operation and E[.] the statistical averaging across the k trials.
The NMSE gain is defined as

∆NMSEMethod(s, ŝ) = NMSE(s, x) − NMSEMethod(s, ŝ)
(8)

where the subscript Method refers to one of the six methods
described in Section III, and x is the noisy signal. The NMSE
gain is a measure of the reduction of noise achieved by the
method under consideration: the larger the ∆NMSEMethod , the
better the performance.

VI. DATA CREATION

A. Synthetic Signals

To validate our method, N = 100 simulated ERPs are used.
The synthetic ERP, s

(k)
Syn(n), for event number k = 1, . . . , N

and time index n = 1, . . . , L = 128, is constructed as a sum of
Gaussian signals to represent the main ERP waves: P1, N2 and,
P3 [9]

s
(k)
Syn(n) = ERP(k)(n) + η(k)(n) (9)

ERP(k)(n) = g
(k)
1 (n) − g

(k)
2 (n) + g

(k)
3 (n) (10)

where P1 corresponds to g
(k)
1 (n), N2 corresponds to −g

(k)
2 (n),

and P3 corresponds to g
(k)
3 (n), with

g
(k)
i (n) = exp

−(n − ti(k))2

F 2
s σ2

i

, for i = 1, . . . , 3. (11)

The standard deviations of the Gaussian signals g
(k)
i (n) have

been fixed to σ1 = 35 ms, σ2 = 35 ms, and σ3 = 106 ms in
order to mimic a real visual evoked potential, and the sampling
frequency to Fs = 128 Hz. The g

(k)
i (n) peak time locations

ti(k) fluctuate from event to event in the following intervals:
I1 = [90, 125] ms, I2 = [126, 155] ms, and I3 = [400, 650] ms
to simulate the event-by-event latency jittering effect found in
ERP studies. We have simulated three different latency jitter-
ing effects, as shown later. The laws (12) (Sine), (13) (Pulse),
and (14) (Sigm) are used to model three different nonstationary
aspects across the multievents: for each event k, there exists a
position of the three wave peaks t1(k), t2(k), t3(k), according to

ti(k) = Di + Aisin(ωk) (12)

ti(k) = Di + Aiexp
−(k − N/2)2

(2κ2)
(13)

ti(k) = Di + Ai

(
1 − exp

(
−λ

(
k − N

2

)))−1

(14)

with Di ∈ Ii arbitrarily chosen and Ai = Īi/3 (Īi is the
middle point of Ii). Each Di , for i = 1, 2, 3, is the offset of the
peak-time location of the waves P1, N2, and P3, and Ai’s are the
amplitudes of the corresponding event-by-event fluctuations.
These laws are exemplified in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) for the Puls
(13) and Sine (12), where we can see the fluctuations of the
different waves from event to event.

The background noise η(k)(n) is added to the ERP signal
ERP(k)(n) and is constructed using a surrogate method [33]
from real EEG signals extracted during prestimulus, artefact
free, time periods. The so-constructed noise has a highly col-
orful content (not white noise) due to its intrinsic EEG nature,
yielding more realistic noise reduction performance figures. In
this quasi-ideal situation (but more realistic than the classical
Gaussian white noise), the random background noise is neuro-
physiologically meaningless (because of the phase randomiza-
tion in the surrogate data computation) except that its frequency
spectrum is similar to a real set of measurements, and thus, it
is expected that the results from these simulations are upper-
bounded.

B. Human Event-Related Potentials

One of the most widely used tasks to study cognitive pro-
cesses with ERPs is the oddball task. In a typical visual oddball
task, a series of stimuli are presented on a computer monitor
with the probability of occurrence commonly between 10% and
20% among a collection of foils. A discriminating key press or
simply counting can be used to ensure attendance to the task.
The diversity of the foiled stimuli may be limited to a single
alternative, i.e., X and O are presented with X as the oddball, or
a few different foils may be used, i.e., the letters S, V, and P.
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Fourteen female participants were recruited for this experi-
ment, and they received an incentive of course credit. The mean
age was 21.0 years old with the standard deviation of 4.0 years
(range 18–31 years old). None of the participants reported his-
tory of neurological or mental disorder. All participants read
and signed a consent form that described the basic procedures
of the experiment.

The stimuli consisted of the following letters X, G, T, and A in
times new roman font. The letter size is printed at an angle of 0.8◦

in height and width by using the Presentation software (Version
9.90, www.neurobs.com). A 2300 MHz advanced micro devices
(AMD) computer was used with a stimulus onset error of less
than 1 ms. The monitor was encased in a wire mesh, and the room
was shielded (Faraday cage) with both being earth-grounded. All
main power and recording equipments were outside the room.
A button pad with left and right buttons was placed on the
participants’ laps.

The participants arrived and signed the consent form and
prepared for the EEG recording. They were seated in a padded
lounge chair with the distance of 1 m from the computer monitor.
The letter X was designated as the oddball stimulus with the
remaining as foils. The oddballs were presented for 15% of the
total trials of 265, i.e., L ≈ 40 Xs were presented. The foils
were randomly picked and presented in 85% of the trials. Each
stimulus was presented for 1500 ms followed by a 1000 ms
blank screen. Half of the participants were instructed to press
the left button on the pad if an X was presented and the right
button for the other letters, the other half of the participants had
their keys reversed. They were also shown their free running
EEG just prior to the task and the effects of moving, blinking
and eye movements to show the importance of sitting still and
trying to blink only when the blank screen was present. A short
rest was given for every 100 trials.

A Neuroscan Synamps-2 system was used for the EEG data
acquisition. Data were continuously recorded, and later, epoched
in the range of 100 ms prestimulus to 1000 ms poststimulus. A
32-channel cap was used with Ag/AgCl contacts and eye elec-
trodes. The electrodes were placed above and below the right
eye to record vertical eye movements and blinks. Two electrodes
were placed at the outer canthi of each eye to record horizontal
eye movements. For the cap, an electrogel was placed in each
electrode cup to form a connection bridge to the participant’s
scalp. All electrode impedances were brought to below 5 kΩ
prior to recording and were checked immediately after record-
ing. The cutoff frequency of the bandpass filter was in the range
of 0.15–100 Hz, and that of a notch filter was 50 Hz. Data were
digitized at 1000 Hz and resampled at Fs = 200 Hz using 16-bit
resolution. The epoched files were saved to a disk without per-
forming other form of artifact reduction, i.e., blink attenuation,
prior to digitally processing the signals.

VII. RESULTS

A. Synthetic Signals

Fig. 4 shows the average of the NMSE gain for different Meth-
ods across 50 Monte–Carlo simulations with the SNR ranging
from −5 to 20 dB using the three different latency jittering in

Fig. 4. ∆NMSEM ethod for all the Methods for an SNR varying from −5
to 20 dB and for the three laws (12), (13), (14), which are referred to as Sine,
Pulse, and Sigm. We have fixed the law parameters as: κ =

√
25, ω = 2π/N ,

and λ = 4/N . Fifty Monte–Carlo simulations have been used and the average
results are presented. The methods PCATS and WavTS give results on each signal
(12), (13), (14), which are indistinguishable.

(12), (13), and (14). The SNR is defined as ten times the base-10
logarithm of ratio of the variance of the signal ERP(k)(n) to the
variance of the noise η(k)(n).

1) Multievent Denoising: It can be observed in Fig. 4 that
there is an appreciable difference between the UPCA and PCA
Methods, i.e., the UDWT performs better than the DWT be-
cause ∆NMSEUPCA ≥ ∆NMSEPCA . However, this differ-
ence quickly drops as the SNR becomes larger than 0 dB. This
result was predictable, as explained in Section II. However, what
is more surprising is the good performance of the DWT despite
its time-shift noninvariance, which actually makes it very ef-
fective for fast denoising of multievents. For the experimental
results, we will thus concentrate on the Wav and PCA Methods,
which use the DWT in Step 1. This conclusion is further con-
firmed by the visual inspection of Figs. 5 and 5(c)–(f) for the
(U)Wav and the (U)PCA Methods where the slight improvement
using UDWT is largely compensated by the processing speed
of the DWT.

Fig. 4 indicates that there is no significant difference between
the UWav and Wav Methods at any SNR level. They always
perform worse than the UPCA or PCA Methods. Even the Pulse
jittering shows better results with the PCA-based denoising,
while we could have expected the wavelet to be more suitable
for this type of brief jittering effect (at least, when using the
UDWT in Step 1).

Figs. 5(a)–(h) and 6(a)–(h) show the multievent signals on a
set of gray scale images where the Y -axis represents the event
number and the X-axis the time. The gray scale is proportional
to the signal’s amplitude, i.e., large negative values are darker
than large positive values.
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Fig. 5. Multievent signals for the P ulse law (13) with κ =
√

25. (a) Noisy
signals (N = 100, SNR= −3 dB . (b) Noiseless signals. (c)–(d) Noise reduced
using the Wav and PCA Methods. (e)–(f) Noise reduced using the UWav and UPCA
Methods. (g)–(h) Noise reduced using the WavTS and PCATS Methods. (i) PCA
(- -), Wav (-.); (j) UPCA (- -), UWav (-.); (k) PCATS (- -), WavTS (-.). (i)–(k) Display
time signals for the trial i = N/2 together with the noisy signal (dotted bold
line), the average signal (continuous thin line).

Figs. 5 and 6(c) and (d) show the denoising results using the
Wav and PCA Methods. Figs. 5 and 6(e) and (f) show the results
of the denoising using UWav and UPCA. Fig. 6 has been produced
with an SNR= −3 dB, while Fig. 6 with SNR= 3 dB. Figs. 5
and 6(c)–(f) show that the (U)Wav and (U)PCA Methods perform
quite well with smoother results for the (U)PCA Methods. The
(U)PCA Methods tend to have a better localization in the time,
while (U)Wav Methods are better at localizing the event num-
ber k. For each event, the (U)PCA Methods provide a smoother
denoised signal: a signal with a more compact frequency con-
tent. In Fig. 6(i)–(j), the (U)PCA and (U)Wav results are almost
indistinguishable from the true signal ERP(k)(n).

Neuroclinicians are used to average ERPs to reduce the noise
in these signals. The effect of averaging is indeed to smooth
the signals, but at the expense of information distortion in the
single event due to their nonstationarity. This is exemplified in
Figs. 5 and 6(i)–(k) where the N events average (fine continuous
line) is displayed against single noiseless event (bold line) and
noise reduced signals. These results show that the averaging
technique distorts the information content in single event and
that the multievent denoising must be preferred.

The experimental results in the next section show that
while the quantitative results using the NMSE gain favor the
PCA approach, the Wav Method might have some advantages
when visual inspection of these multievent is used. A detailed
clinical analysis of these methods is beyond the scope of this
methodological paper.

Fig. 6. Multievent signals for the Sine law (12) with ω = 2π/N . (a) Noisy
signals (N = 100, SNR= 3dB . (b) Noiseless signals. (c)–(d) Noise reduced
using the Wav and PCA Methods. (e)–(f) Noise reduced using the UWav and UPCA
Methods. (g)–(h) Noise reduced using the WavTS and PCATS Methods. (i) PCA
(- -), Wav (-.); (j) UPCA (- -), UWav (-.); (k) PCATS (- -), WavTS (-.). (i)-(k) Display
time signals for the trial i = N/4 together with the noisy signal (dotted bold
line), the average signal (continuous thin line).

2) Event-by-event vs multievent denoising: The PCATS and
WavTSMethods show the lowest NMSE gain, as expected, based
on: 1) the fact that the full knowledge of all the events and their
event-by-event fluctuations are not used in these methods and
2) the realistic noise signal that we have used is quite spectrally
colored, thus either the PCATS or WavTS Method considers
these rhythms as part of the signals’ information. The PCA or Wav
Method performs the denoising on the set of wavelet coefficients
Ξij , which might contain correlation, but on the set of N wavelet
coefficients and not in the time domain. In other words, the fact
of using a DWT on several events embeds the set of events in a
space for which the time correlations found in each individual
events are lost at the benefits of compactness of the information
in the set of N multievent wavelet coefficients.

Figs. 5(g) and (h) and 6(g) and (h) show the results of the
denoising usingWavTS andPCATS, respectively. Both the images
clearly show that they cannot attenuate the noise as in the case
of (U)Wav and (U)PCA Methods. This is further shown in the
time series of the denoised events in Figs. 5(k) and Fig. 6(k).
In Fig. 6(k), we can observe that the PCATS and WavTS cannot
distinguish the background color noise activity from the true
single event.

B. Human ERPs

The ERP signals have a typical SNR below 0 dB that make
them very difficult to analyze and fully justify noise reduction
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Fig. 7. Multitrial oddballs at F z for subject 5. (a) Raw signals. (b) Processed signals using the Wav Method. (c) Processed signals using the PCA Method. (d)
ERP at trial 15; the dotted line is the raw signal, the thick continuous line is the multitrial average, the thin dashed line using the Wav Method, and the thick dashed
line using the PCA Method.

Fig. 8. Multitrial oddballs at F z for subject 5. (a) Raw signals. (b) Processed signals using the WavTS Method. (c) Processed signals using the PCATS Method.
(d) ERP at trial 15; the dotted line is the raw signal, the thick continuous line is the multitrial average, the thin dashed line using the WavTS Method, and the thick
dashed line using the PCATS Method. The color bar indicates the amplitude in microvolts.
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Fig. 9. Multitrial oddballs at F z, Cz, and F z for subject 5. All the images display the trial-by-trial matrix on a gray scale image. The first line are the trial at
F z, the second line at Cz, and the third at P z. The first column are the raw signals, the second are the denoised trials with the Wav Method, and the last are the
denoised trials with the PCA Method. The color bar indicates the amplitude in microvolts.

techniques such as the one proposed in this paper. The P3 is
typically shown at midline electrodes (as it rarely shows later-
alization), and Fz, Cz, and Pz are the standard sites compared
over most studies of this ERP component [34]. Applying our
different denoising methods to the ERP will reveal the advan-
tages of the new strategy. As explained in the previous section,
we present only the results using the DWT in Step1 for the
multievent denoising, i.e., the Wav and PCA Methods. We also
present the results of the WavTS and the PCATS Methods for
visual comparison purposes on one electrode site Fz.

Repetition in a simple oddball task can engage frontal pro-
cesses (P3a effect) in the automatic allocation of attention [35].
The usual P3 oddball effect would, thus, be expected to shift

from the parietal region to more central sites (that is Cz and
Fz) as this task proceeds. We examine Fz in particular for
one subject to illustrate this possible effect. Two other exam-
ples are also illustrated later showing similar effects with details
provided at all three midline electrodes.

The stimulus takes place at t = 0 as indicated by the vertical
dotted line. The ERPs have been baseline corrected using the
200 ms signal preceding the stimulus. Figs. 7 and 8 show the
processed oddball multitrials ERP for one subject at the elec-
trode position Fz. The PCA and Wav Methods have been used
for Fig. 7, and the PCATS and WavTS Methods for Fig. 8. A very
distinctive improvement is seen when observing Fig. 7(b) and
(c), where two ridges are perfectly visible, as opposed to the
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 for subject 3.

original ERPs in Fig. 7(a). As seen in Fig. 8, neither the PCATS
nor WavTS Methods can provide quantitative improvement as
compared with the Wav or PCA Methods.

While the PCA and Wav Methods yield different visual results,
they are able to show distinctive trial-by-trial time-shift mod-
ulation of the ERP wave complexes. From Fig. 7(b) and (c),
at about −200 ms, the signals are less structured in the time
domain, i.e., broader frequency spectrum, as compared with the
poststimulus. Fig. 7(b) and (c) shows two crests (from top to
bottom) and illustrates changes in the morphology of the ERP
to the oddball events. The role of the frontal cortex is to exe-
cute plans and actions to monitor and refine cognitive activities.
Attentional allocation and control are one of these executive
functions [36]. It can also be noted that the distance between
the P2 and P3 peaks fluctuates with the trial number that fur-

ther broadens the waveform. The reason for this modulation
effect is that the oddball trials are randomly distributed over
the duration of the recording, and they only account for about
15% of the total 265 trials, while their appearance during the
recording session is chronologically presented. This modula-
tion effect can be caused by the memory effects of the oddball
events.

This effect, even though not as clear in all the trial subjects,
is strongly present in about 53% of the 15 subjects. Figs. 9 to 11
display the multitrial set at the electrode positions Fz, Cz, and
Pz for three subjects using the Wav and PCA Methods. In these
figures, we can appreciate the different characteristics of the
Wav and PCA Methods: the Wav Method gives a smoother image
than the PCA Method. This gives a feeling of flow from event
to event when looking at the Wav Method results, while this can
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 for subject 1.

be an artifact of the method. The PCA Method does not present
such a flow, but tends to increase alternate patterns of high and
low activity (dark and light regions) across events.

The denoising methods reveal interesting features hidden in
the raw noisy signals, as described earlier, especially on the
frontal and central regions. These figures show the emergence
(and fading) of ERP patterns that suggest nonstationary cogni-
tive processes in this simple detection task. The P3a in central
and frontal sites (for all three subjects illustrated) becomes more
distinguished from a P2 component. One possibility is that this
may reflect these subjects waxing and waning of attention (we
have observed in previous use of this task that subjects show a
fluctuation in attentiveness—reflecting a monotonous task car-
ried out in a dimly lit room). The oddball task performed in

this study required discrimination between four letters X, G,
T, and A, with the letter X being the rare target event. With
repeated trials, there appears to be changes in the frontal sepa-
ration and amplitude of the N1-P2 and N2-P3 complexes. The
N1-P2 complex has been related to attentional processes [37],
possibly shifting to a specific feature of the target that promotes
easy discrimination. With practice, this sharpens in the crest af-
ter about half of the trials. The magnitude of the N2-P3 complex
has been related to decision certainty and has shown a shift from
parietal to more frontal regions with task automation [38], [39].
The P2 itself has been scarcely studied, and the present results,
showing significant improvement in the SNR for this compo-
nent at frontal locations, open new directions for researchers to
uncover the source and function of this ERP.
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Visual inspection of Figs. 9–11 would suggest a natural pref-
erence to the Wav Method against the PCA Method due to its
qualitative smoothness across the multitrials, while the situa-
tion is quite the opposite when we look at the signals in the time
domain trial by trial, as in Fig. 7(d), for instance. Also, when
comparing Figs. 5(c) and (d) and 7(b) and (c), it seems that the
PCA and the Wav gives different smoothing results, but this is
only due to the small number of events used in 7(b) and (c). The
conclusion is that while the NMSE gives a quantitative advan-
tage for the PCA Method, we obviously need an other measure
when assessing Figs. like 9–11. This new measure must be
somehow complementary to the NMSE.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A new noise reduction algorithm has been presented for use
on multitrial or sets of patterns extracted from rhythmical sig-
nals, called a multievent signal. This method does not involved
any manual intervention during the denoising process, while
requiring the predetermination of few parameters, and can thus
be considered as semiautomatic. This method involves two sub-
space decompositions: the first one being a wavelet transform
on each event, the second one being the basis to perform the
actual noise reduction across events’ wavelet coefficients and
can be implemented using a PCA or a wavelet transform. The
decimated and undecimated DWTs are used in the first step. The
undecimated DWT performs better than the decimated discrete
wavelet at the cost of increased algorithm complexity.

It should be noted that another redundant wavelet transform of
interest is the continuous wavelet transform that has been imple-
mented using fast algorithms such as the one presented in [40].
We, thus, recommend the decimated DWT when fast process-
ing of multievent is required, while the undecimated discrete
wavelet or continuous wavelet transform would be preferred for
higher accuracy.

The choice between PCA or wavelet denoising at the second
step depends on the signal under study, but we recommend the
PCA whenever the wavelet coefficients across all events have
regular patterns. Wavelet denoising, however, shows smoother
results when visually assessed on real data with a small number
of events.

Using the classical NMSE measure, it has been shown that
the new algorithm performs much better than the event-by-event
denoising schemes such as PCA-based and wavelet SURE tech-
niques, especially for low SNR. It has also been shown that the
new algorithm can reveal the time-varying nature of the events’
features. While the NMSE is a good performance measure for
a class of signals and features, its limitations has been shown
when studying multitrial ERP signals. The main reason for this
is that the NMSE has no smoothness measure, while visual in-
spection tends to promote smooth results. Other performance
measures must then be developed for the analysis of multievent
signals. An attempt to do so is the S-index that actually mea-
sures a state-space synchronization between the denoised signal
and a reference signal [44]. Other performance measures based
on entropies such as the transinformation (information transfer)
between the denoised signal and the noisy signal, or based on ex-

pert pattern recognition/classification systems (which can also
be based on transinformation criterion) can also be investigated.

Applications on ERP have further revealed a progressive
change in the morphology of the N1-P2 [45] and N2-P3 waves at
the central frontal sites, as the oddballs are collected. Further re-
search on these data is underway to analyze more thoroughly the
effects of attentiveness and memory on the ERP wave patterns,
time and scale distributions.
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